Bible Code Origination
Examination of a Hebrew Tale
This is a nonnon-theological, nonnon-HEBREW examination, of ALL 39 books, of the
Hebrew Bible, (Christian Old Testament (almost ). This examination of the
Hebrew Bible, is by an Electronic
Electronic Engineer, who holds 3 Technical Patents.
who was also a trained, practicing, criminal investigator for 17 years,
The 1st, is a design of a Cathode Ray Tube Electron Gun (circa 1949). Patent
number unknown, patented by my employer, at that
that time .
The 2nd is for a HIGH RESOLUTION OPTICAL COMMUNICATION SYSTEM, (circa
1997), a 2,000+ line Cathode Ray Tube, FiberFiber-Optic Telephone System … (Patent
# 5,703,636).
The 3rd,
3rd, (Circa 2001), is for a Hybrid Solar Heating System,
System, with extended heat
heatatstorage capability. It was specifically designed for homehome- heating, factory/office
buildings, hot water needs, and other hothot- water /hot/hot- air applications, despite
long, sunless, periods of time,….. Patent # 6,372,978 B1.
The data obtained herein, based
based upon intensive investigation, interrogation, using
StateState-ofof-thethe-Art P.C.'s , has convinced this writer that there is indeed coded
information in ALL 39 books of the Hebrew Bible.
To properly understand what you will read in this paper, you have NO need
need for a
theological background, nor belief in any religion. Further there would be NO
need for any special technical training, NOR any knowledge of the Hebrew
language/customs or beliefs.
The only requirement for reading/understanding is good oldold-fashion
fashion common
sense. Having said all this, remember... you have to take nothing on faith.
Everything revealed in this paper, has been fully documented (*except my
opinions*)
Most Hebrew Bible Code investigators limit their research to the first 5 books of
their 39 book Bible (referred to as the TORAH….
TORAH…. spelled as Hebrew -translated
TORH ). The 5 Books are named: Genesis; Exodus; Leviticus; Numbers;
Deuteronomy. Both Hebrews and Christians believe that these 5 books were
dictated to Moses, by God. Therefore,
Therefore, these are the only books that contain
information, beyond the readable religious content obviously written therein.

* I believe, after years of investigation, that ALL 39 books,
books, contain the word of
GOD/JESUS CHRIST/ HOLY SPIRIT, because they are written by the prophets,
who, like Moses, recorded faithfully, what the LORD wanted to be revealed.
Many extremely educated people, experts in Theology, believe there is NO hidden
obviously
code in the Bible. They contend, there is no code needed, as the words obviously
speak for themselves.
themselves.
Still others believe that so many people, contributed to the content, and that,
besides the enormous time lag, the translation into different languages, by many
unskilled theologian/reproducers/copiers may have made so many mistakes, that
any code, which might have been contained therein, has been interrupted/
corrupted. Therefore, any research for hidden codes CANNOT be taken seriously
because, the database is insecure.
GOD.. I believe that the
I fee1/believe that, NO MAN CAN CHANGE THE WILL OF GOD
Law of Entropy,(
Entropy,( things going from an orderly state, which can only get worse,
and cannot be selfself-corrected), does NOT/CANNOT, apply to the will/word of God.
into
to pieces,
For example: when you drop a teacup on the ground, and it breaks up in
it cannot, all by itself, reassemble and become a whole teacup again. This is a
small example of the meaning of the word "entropy". Basically the worse it gets it can only get even more worse and never back to its original, orderly state.
*Further, I believe that mistakes made by one person, writing/ copying/
transcribing/transliterating (translating from one language to another), will be/
ARE, RERE-CORRECTED by mistakes other persons make, from generation to
generation… recopying/rerecopying/re-translating.
translating.
However, there are builtbuilt-in corrective actions, enjoyed every single day by many
people in the world, such as: data/music/ weather reports from your favorite A M
radio station. It has an ANTIANTI-ENTROPY [A E], electronic system wired in. This A E
system
system is named A G C (automatic gain control). This circuitry automatically keeps
the signal at a prepre-determined signal strength, (your choice), dependent on how
loud, YOU … TURN THE VOLUME UP… OR…. DOWN).
When the signal is weak, it strengthens it - where
where the signal is too strong, it
weakens it. Thus, with no action required from you/anyone, the volume remains
constant ….. where you want it! Therefore A G C, would be considered a kind
of an…. [A E]….
E]…. anti -entropy system!
Ditto for F M - operated devices (radio/television). Except, for technical reasons,
not necessary for understanding here, the A E control is named, A V C (Automatic
Volume Control ).

Again, this A E through A V C, adds to your pleasure in keeping the sound level
controlled, EXCEPT
EXCEPT during commercials. But even then, you can use your own
A E control, the remote, which can lower or raise the sound level, or mute it
altogether.
One more example of an A E system, is the method in which your furnace/hot
water tank keeps the heat
heat and/or the hot water ready to serve you on instant
demand. That A E device, employed there, is called a Thermocouple.
The Thermocouple operates by what is called the PiezoPiezo-Electric Effect, {2 different
metals, joined together, which develop small electrical
electrical currents when heated}.
These minute electrical charges are recognized by an electrical relay, which then
causes a valve, controlling access to a gas supply, to allow your gas burner to be
rere-ignited.
The benefit here is - that IF the pilot light is NOT lit, - then NO electricity can
be generated, therefore NO gas will be released, to be lighted. If the pilot light
goes out, instead of gas filling up your home, you get NO heat NOR hothot-water !
This explains why, from time to time, you may have
have NO hot water or heat.
The heating system, in your home, because of that A E device, [Thermocouple],
automatically and efficiently protects you, even when there is a failure of key
parts, which could otherwise become catastrophic.
The reasoning
reasoning behind citing all these examples is as follows: You may NOT know
that there are many factors in daily life, of which we are unaware, that make our
lives richer/safer/more pleasant, but they are there …. Despite the explanations
given herein, you may still NOT fully comprehend how they really work - but who
cares? - as long as they DO work - and keep working.
Now,
Now, if technology developed by man, could counter the effects of entropy,
entropy, why
is it difficult to believe that a superior intelligence, would/did
would/did provide an A E
system in data he would want left exactly as he caused it to be written. Do we
have to know how it works? We, in full confidence, turn up/down, heating/cooling
controls,….. because experience has taught us, they DO work, and they may …
be… RELIED…
RELIED… upon.
NOTE: You do NOT have to know how everything works. For instance, Man was
using electricity for many years, without really knowing how it worked - but it did.
Experience has taught us … flick the light switch … the light comes on ! Turn on
the TV, … the television lights up and we watch our favorite programs… and…
even some commercials ! One more time … and then… onward.

Why could NOT a Superior intellect have provided an a system, in a series of
documents, authored/written/copied/translated/transliterated,
authored/written/copied/translated/transliterated, thousands of
years ago, to keep HIS message constant, [the LORD’S own A E control] ? It
would also which provide data/warnings/information about people/places/
years
rs ago ?
things, living in countries, not even dreamed about, 2000 yea
Then, having such odd names as AIDS; KENNEDY; ROOSEVELT; MURRAH
BUILDING ; LA ; HIROSHIMA ; AUM SHINRIKYO; SCUD MISSILES; World Trade
Center : ETC., accurately reveals/displays, wellwell-known information, (after the fact)
about them all.
*The way I view it is as follows: The superior intellect/God? . .. (whoever/what
ever), disregarding the argument of the origin of life, selected, from all the people
living, at some time, a monomono-theistic , (belief in one god), people. Gave these
people a language, without vowels, WHICH automatically created words, 2 or 3
letters shorter than in the English language.
The average word length in the Hebrew bible is exactly 3.926845 letters (rounded
up to (4) letters per word)… Select people …(prophets ?)…
?)… who would put into
writing, his laws, his thoughts - (on a human level ).
Have someone say that all these separate documents belong in one book,
(1,196,922 letters) and have them all put together as one book, Give these people
the power to conclude that
that indeed, the words written by all these different people,
are the word/will of the creator of the Bible.
Provide them with inexplicable, nonnon-human happening/events, (MIRACLES),
(MIRACLES), from
words,
s, which
time to time. Have the ecclesiastical words give birth to subcode word
contain information, (or
(or for reasons known to Him alone), which will help guide
people, in the direction HE wishes them to go.
go. This, without interfering with the
religious tenets, he wants the people to observe,….. live their lives.
In this way, he could pay attention to each/ every person, on an individual basis,
as, to whenever, they are born, for his own reasons, (which I do NOT presume to
know). Needless to say, if this is true, (which I believe), no one of human
intelligence, could create a document like the “Hebrew tale”, (Hebrew Bible), the
Jews revere. We still do NOT know yet, [chances are, we NEVER will], the intent
of the real meaning, the author(s)/creator?, had, having this document written/
published/distributed. Further, having the
the Ecclesiastical words, reveal coded
information, with… NO…
NO… diminution of liturgical content/value. This
information, lay waiting, to be discovered/made known/disseminated, in the
age of the computer.

HE made it possible by (among other things), that
that the Hebrew language was in
fact a code, but accepted and learned as a language. As a beacon to aid in
religious thinking, was achieved by putting in code, an important word, which
could be found, …without
…without …the aid of a computer. This would then open up the
door, in a quest for other information,…as follows:
A Rabbi discovered there was a code in the liturgical wording of the Torah, which
coco-existed with the liturgical content, [at an “equidistant letter sequence”], that
NOT only did NOT change, (1) word or (1) letter, but was based on the tenet that
if (1) letter was missing or added, or even out of place liturgically, the Code
remaining in the Bible, would be severely hampered, if NOT destroyed.
Although some of the greatest minds, ever created/born,
created/born, suspected that this would
be the case. Rabbi Weissmandel, was the first human being, born on earth,
that found something WAS indeed coded into the Bible. He may or may NOT have
realized that this was the greatgreat-est discovery in the whole world ever made,
made, about
anything! (Except, for the Bible itself).
In my scientific analysis, THIS IS HOW HE ACCOMPLISHED IT !
He started a search for the word “TORAH”, which in Hebrew is spelled T O R H.
H.
(Hebrew spelling …… Tav; Vav; Resh; Heh ). This search was to be done,
WITHOUT a computer or other mathematical tool, so the first ELS spelling of
Torah had to be discovered early in the first book. If NOT,
NOT, chances are the Rabbi,
would NOT have been the first to discover a code hidden in the Hebrew Bible.
Bible. The
selection of the 1st test word “TORAH”, was a natural selection, because it was
among the most important words, in the Bible. This coupled with the fact that the
first letter of TORAH [ T] started with the 6th letter of the whole (BIBLE)Book.
(BIBLE)Book.
This was fortuitous…
fortuitous… OR WAS IT ?
The 6th letter of' the whole 1,196,922 document is a T “Tav”.
“Tav”. So, he tested it as
the 1st letter of a possible spelling, at different ELS positions. The Rabbi found,
that there were 6 - letter 0' s “Vav”, following the 1st Tav. The 2nd of which, was
situated at an ELS of 50. He continued from there and counted 50 more letters to
find the 3rd letter a… “Resh”.
“Resh”. Again, he counted 50 more letters and thereby
found the 4th letter,… the “Heh”. He did this using a series
series of meticulously handhandwritten cards, [without
[without the aid of a computer[.
Since the Rabbi found the word Torah, at an ELS of 50, in GENESIS, he probably
figured that might/might have NOT been, an accident. He then tried to find the
ELS 50 Torah in the
the next book EXODUS. [at the same 50 ELS].…… Looking in
Exodus, he found the 1st (Tav) therein, which was the 8th letter of the 1st verse,
of the 1st Chapter, {again a fortuitous finding}.

There were 6 - O's (Vavs)…
(Vavs)… following that 1st (Tav),…
(Tav),… but they were
were really of no
consequence, because he was looking for the (Vav)
(Vav) - 50 letters further on, if there
was one! There was one … Then he found the (Resh
(Resh),
Resh), again at 50 ELS,… and
finally the (Heh)
(Heh) at 50 ELS. Then he became more than suspicious, and probably,
a little excited! So………
On to the next book… LEVITICUS … Now the trouble began, and his persistence
and beliefs were severely tested.
tested. He had to go all the way from the 1st (Tav),
Tav), [ the
th
18th letter of the 2nd Verse of the 1st chapter ], to the… 28 … letter
letter of the.. 30th..
verse of Chapter 4.
4.
This required him to test an enormous amount of (Tavs
(Tavs),
Tavs), which might have an ELS
of 50, to be followed by a (Vav ) at an ELS of 50, … if there were any. Then at that
point, he again counted 50 letters further, to find
find the ( Resh ). Finally and again
he counted another 50 letters, to find the ( Heh ). It was there…. On to NUMBERS
Numbers, was NOT too bad. He had only to go to… Chapter 1, ...Verse 51 .., to
find the 1st ELS 50 (Tav).
(Tav). After that, … find the ( Vav) at + 50 letters,… then
counted 50 letters, each, …. for the (Resh)
(Resh) … and the Heh.
Heh. Having accomplished
that,…. he turned his attention to …..
DUETERONOMY. The 1st ELS 50 (Tav) therein, was found in Chapter 1 Verse 42.
Then + 50 was the (Vav).
(Vav). Then again
again + 50,… yet again, a (Resh
(Resh),..
Resh),.. + 50 again ,
once more, he found the (Heh).
(Heh).
I was surprised, to find many experts say, that the five books did NOT contain ELS
50 Torahs. My research has determined that all 5 books… DO … contain ELS 50
Torahs ! That immediately
immediately tells me that they have NOT used the Computronics
Bible Code Program. See later herein….. and see …my paper titled “ 32 ELS
Torahs in 1st 5 Books etc….. (Total of 74…. in all 39 books).
Commandments,
andments, thru Moses.
Most people today believe that God gave man the 10 Comm
Many people believe that God spoke to, and through, the Prophets. I wonder, how
many people, besides myself, realize/believe that, Rabbi Weissmandel was
inspired by God, to find out this UniverseUniverse-shattering fact.
AFTER ALL,… WHAT GOOD IS IT, …..IF YOU HAVE A CODE,…. WHICH NO ONE
COULD READ…..OR ….. DECIPHER?
First, have someone “break ground,” and start the ball rolling. To get more people
started
ed in
and more learned minds, in the hunt, to find further evidence, which start
earnest with the following:

Discover, and put to use -electricity. Have someone else invent the transistor …
printed circuits …. computers. Have yet another person/group of people, design
investigate/interrogate
interrogate the Hebrew
a program, which could be used by anyone, to investigate/
Bible. This would be in any way … manner or… fashion that, that, that person
alone wishes to do, for whatever reason that person wants …. with no one to
answer to.
Moeover, I believe that any good programmer might be able to design
design a program
which can include any key code (name) to be found, but I would be at a loss to
figure out how information relative to any key code, could show remarkable parts
found,,
of that person's life, things, known only to yourself, which are therefore found
after the fact. This applies to thousands/?,
thousands/?, tens of millions of key codes, each…
each…
in its own ELS matrix.
Further, how could the positions in the matrix, especially the sharing of letters, for
related found facts, be provided for? Case in point John F Kennedy Jr. For
example(s): mother/Jackie; Uncle/Ted; Father/president; Airplane/Water/
death; Born/1966 (Wife); 2 related words, not printed here on purpose, plus
approximately 8 others, or more.
*Finally, aside from countless other factors, some of
of which will appear herein, I
find many, many things in the Hebrew tale (their Bible) extremely compelling. The
computercomputer-elicited data, for every key code examined to date, (approximately
…350) contained an almost equal amount of findings, reading from left to right,
English Mode, (EM) and then again from right to left Hebrew Mode,(HM). Since
means are provided to pinpoint each and every letter from 1 to 1,196,922 (the
number of letters totaled in all 39 books),… NOTE:
NOTE: I have never found (1) case,
where the same letters have been employed both ways.
The next most important aspect of my research into the codes appearing in all 39
books, is the finding of subcode (words found related to the main code [Key Code)
in Equidistant Letter Sequence (ELS)
(ELS) in Horizontal/Vertical/Diagonal planes). ELS
is defined, as letters which are found spaced apart, in some orderly progression,
under the following circumstances:
Arrange the total amount of letters contained in all 39 books (1,196,922) in one
single horizontal
horizontal string of letters, with no punctuation marks, in contiguous
fashion (each letter next to the other….with no space between letters).
Give each and every letter its own number, with the first letter, of all 39 books
being called Letter # 1. The very next letter is, of course, designated as letter #2.

The following letter is then named Letter #3, etc...the very last letter in the 39th
book is therefore called, Letter # 1,196,922.
Let us find the letter numbers for the word “Torah”, with all letters located in
Genesis… 1st chapter, ….1st verse, …of the… 1st book, { as the Rabbi did } !.
The 1st letter T….. ( Hebrew letter Tav) …… is located as letter #6.
The 2nd letter 0…. ( Hebrew letter Vav),…..
Vav),….. is located as letter # 56.
The 3rd letter R….
R…. ( Hebrew letter Resh )…. is located as letter # 106
The 4th letter H….. ( Hebrew letter Heh )…. is located as letter # 156.
With the aid of the computer, I have discovered 6 ELS Torahs in Genesis alone. In
ELS 50 Torahs. There were 34 ELS Torahs
the first 5 books, I have located 7474- ELS
reading from left to right, and 40 ELS Torahs reading from right to left (The
direction Hebrews read/write). ELS 50 Torahs were located in 23 of the 39 books.
Let us now finish up my documented findings for all ELS Torahs in all 39 books.
There are 53,609 - ELS Torahs in Genesis alone. ….The total Torah spellings of…
all ELS findings… in all…
all… 39 books is an astounding.. *5,731, 901.
901.
The highest possible ELS search for a 44-letter key code word is an ELS of 299,305.
299,305.
This is derived from the total pool of 1,196,922 letters. Unfortunately the
Computronic Bible Code Program will only allow searches up to, but not
exceeding 100,000 ELS.
ELS. Therefore Total ELS findings, in reality, tremendously
exceed the * 5,731,901 times,
times, I was able to discover.
These ELS subsub-codes may be drawn from letters visible only in the T.V. screen. If
you don’t see the COMPLETE word, it will not be displayed or revealed. Further it
must be in an ELS straight line/mode, albeit in Vertical, Horizontal,
Horizontal, or Diagonal
formation.
Once you have discovered your Key Code, your data base has shrunk,
shrunk, from the
usage of 1,196,922 letters to 3,600 letters. But, those 3600 letters are only used
ound subcodes.
to form a matrix which serve as a repository for relevant ffound
“Torah”, as a Key Code, could have an ELS as high as 299,305,… but…. as a
subcode, in a 90 Column matrix, it can never have an ELS higher than 22,…. also,
as a 44-letter word in a 60 column matrix, the ELS now, could NOT exceed 15.
In JESUS CHRIST (9(9-letter) ELS 5771, if the word “BETHLEHEM” ended in column
#91. Then in that case "Bethlehem "could NO longer be found because the last
letter is one column number higher than is available, in the T.V. screen. The
highest ELS for Bethlehem, a 6 letter word, is 15. Any subcode which starts or
ends outside the visible T.V. screen matrix, will NOT be able to seen/used .

How ever, because of the way the computer program is constructed, the word
pool reduced to 3600 letters is NOT really accurate.
accurate. In many cases, the actual
subcode words have far fewer liturgicalliturgical-derived letters available for their
formation, as described later, in this document. * * *
In the Vertical ELS mode, a 6 letter ELS word, scales down, to the use of 540
letters (approx
(approx 135 words). But, you only have a pool of 90 words (360 letters) of
liturgical letters, for a 44-letter subcode word. DiagonallyDiagonally-formed subcode words
follow the same rules as verticallyvertically-formed subcode words.
In a Horizontal ELS mode, the subcode pool
pool of letters is further restricted to only
90 letters ( in a 90 column matrix ), from 2 to 4 lines of actual scripture, as
written in the Bible,…. or 60 letters (15 words) in a 60 column matrix. However, if
2 or more subcode words, reside in the same row of the matrix, hereinafter
disclosed, all of those subcode words would share the same 22 word (90 letter)
pool, of liturgical letters.
Research continued after publication of this written “Hebrew Tale”, has disclosed
that in…. all 1,196,922 letters….. of the Hebrew Bible, there is NOT (1)
contiguous, standstand-alone 33-letter spelling of Jesus. This , in turn is extremely
exacerbated by a diminution of letter/word pool. This convincingly refutes the
theory, that in any document of lengthy origin, ANY WORD
WORD CAN BE FOUND!.
Expert theologians are worse off than the mathematicians. This is why naysayers
of the code’s validity, are as far off -base, as the earth to the moon.
The ELS 50 Torahs, that the Rabbi found, by hand, and I found, by computer, in
concurrence
concurrence with the Rabbi's handhand-found one, had, in fact, verified the Rabbi’s
claims. President Reagan said it bluntly, if not elegantlyelegantly- “TRUST, BUT VERIFY” !
Permutations of
of the data base, allows for quintillions.. .. (1) followed by 18 zeros
(1,000,000,000,000,000,000)
(1,000,000,000,000,000,000) or even higher, of pieces of information, which
potentially exists (Key
(Key Codes), therein. .. Talk about an interinter-active data base !
How about one created several thousand years ago, by whom ever was responsible
for authoring the entire
entire “Hebrew Tale” - Moses and 34 other people ( prophets )?
separately--written books,
Who caused it to be written? Who decided all those separately
were really meant to be all part of one book?
How do you go about authoring a computer program, without a computer,
computer, before
the computer was invented or even named? Everyone knows the story of Moses,
but why did the Hebrews include the other 34 books as part of their Bible.
According to the Genius of Vilna, a Hebrew sage, the Torah, as dictated by God
to Moses, some 3,200
3,200 years ago, contained every single happening of every single

person/entity, from birth to death, from creation, till the end of time, ( for every

person who was.....is…..ever….will be).
Many people are so imbued with their knowledge, of mathematical formulae…
…. Ecclesiastical expertness,… or their own selfself-aggrandizement,
aggrandizement, that they
honestly do not know they are making stupid claims, or outrageous statements,
about the falsity of the code and the methodology used to create the codes, and
therefore disputation
disputation of information adduced therefrom.
The coding of the liturgical word is so ingenious that, I wouldn’t be surprised, if
there was even a second level of coding information, emanating from the
primaryprimary-coded message (liturgical),
(liturgical), in the Hebrew Bible.
Bible.
At this juncture, I would like people to understand what is really involved in
finding codes..do. Some of the "can
codes..- what you CAN do and what you can NOT do.
NOT do's," occur, as I mentioned briefly before, are because of constraints built
into the program
program by the programmers' instructions/coding.
I suspect that one of the reasons, originally, why little actual research was done,
was because of the slow speed of the computers, [circa 1990], years ago.
Some information I have discovered in May 2001, in minutes, would have taken
hours to do in May 1990. Most people would not sit that long, waiting for an
answer to one question, thereby discouraging research.
In 2001, I owned a StateState-of - the -art computer, which ran at 400 MG Hz , but a
later computer,
computer, operating at 800 Mega Hertz, ( apparently 2 times faster) was
found to be, ( on checking/duplicating certain operations I performed with the
400 Mega Hertz computer), four (4) times as fast.
with
h the 400 MHz, only took 2
I found to my surprise, that what took 8 minutes wit
minutes with the 800 Mhz. That lead me to believe that a double/quadruple
principal, (when you double something, a related action has 4 times the expected
effect), … was/is…
was/is… in action.
EXAMPLE: When you have a pump which supplies
supplies 100 gallons a minute of water,
through a (1) inch pipeline, that, when you use a (2) inch pipeline, you now are
able to supply 400 gallons per minute of water instead of 200 gallons a minute.
That is because of the effect of the doubledouble-quadruple law.
As computers become more powerful,..
powerful,.. less constraints will be programmed in,
and more information will be able to be discovered…
discovered… in much less time,
time, thereby
encouraging more people to conduct investigations…. which in turn, will

encourage the programmers
programmers to make even more powerful programs, coupled with
the everever-increasing capability, speed of computers, again which in turn, will
encourage yet even more people to begin research, (A WIN/WIN SITUATION).
When a subcode word is found in the vertical plane,
plane, and in contiguous mode (with
NO ELS spacingspacing- although technically it is considered to have an ELS of 1), I feel
that this is a very powerful demonstration of purposeful coding. When the vertical
the
e key code, it is indeed,
array of the found subcode is part of,/touches/crosses th
a very powerful display, which could be imaginable.
ALL Key Codes,
Codes, are ALWAYS selected from a pool of 1,196,922 letters, while ALL
subcodes, [when formed in a 90 x 40 letter matrix], are drawn, initially, from
several lines of actual Bible liturgy. Depending on your choice, of possible KEY
CODES, in searching for subcodes, [depending on positioning], words may be
selected from 270 letters, 90 letters, (in a 90 column Matrix), or down to, as little
as 60 letters, [{in a 60 column
column matrix}.
This is dependent on whether the subcode is in the vertical/diagonal or horizontal
ELS mode. This selection, amongst many possible KEYKEY-CODES, may reduce the
starting point of the KEYKEY-CODE Matrix, to be FAR LESS than 3600 letters. NOTE:
Whatever
Whatever Matrix size is chosen, for any single interrogation,
interrogation, you can NOT change
the formation of the Matrix, for ALL searches,
searches, relevant to THAT (1) Key Code!
Every Key Code found, is placed in a contiguous vertical plane, some where in the
middle of the Matrix
Matrix (crossword
(crosswordcrossword-like),
like), because of programming instructions. But,
the subcodes are never forced, to be deposited, in ANY direction.
sub--code,
The only way a contiguous vertical array of letters could of a relevant sub
be displayed, is, if they are revealed in the exact same ELS, [or multiple thereof],
as the Key Code.
Code. It is further constrained to be formed, in the case of a 44-letter
word, to a maximum skip of 10 ELS, (in a 90 x 40 row Matrix).
Matrix). A 55-letter word,
would have a maximum skip of 8 ELS.
ELS. This, I have seen thousands of times
before.
There can be no doubt that the ELS skip of the Key Code has carried these
words/letters, along with themselves, and were put in that vertical arrangement
to be found with the Key Code ! ! I consider ALL words found,
found, in vertical array,
as HAVING BEEN SUMMONED, by the KeyCode selection!
While the Matrix may be moved left or right, and even up and down, until you
select one final position, the verticallyvertically-arranged letters/words can NEVER ever be
lostlost- unless the first
first letter of a word starts or ends in Row 1 or Row 2, and you
opted to use only Rows 3 to Row 42 in your "snapshot" Matrix.

Once you have frozen the Matrix, it may never be moved. even (1) Row or (1)
Column, for any investigations or searches for related subcode words. Moving
the matrix to find other words, is NOT permitted! YOU would be changing the
message.
“WHAT GOOD IS IT, IF YOU GAIN THE WHOLE WORLD, BUT LOSE THE KINGDOM
OF HEAVEN”?
HEAVEN”?
Message for nonnon-believers, NON RELIGIOUS PEOPLE, that there can
can NOT be a code
in the Hebrew Bible (from 3,000 years ago ), or anywhere else, take another look!
YOU MUST READ AND UNDERSTAND HOW SUBCODES ARE FORMULATED,
BEFORE YOU MAY INTELLIGENTLY ASSESS THE VERACITY, or lack thereof , of
ANY alleged Code ... or … NOT !
And for those of you who question the presence or lack of any meaningful
information, because the mathematics does NOT support it… who are you ? ... to
judge the maker…. or any creator… of any code,…. based strictly on YOUR
interpretation, of any
any math or doctrine, you espouse ? … Shouldn’t the results
speak louder, than speculations?
Aerodynamics proves that the bumblebee cannot fly.
fly. The scientists have to live

with that!
The Earth is the center of the Universe!
Universe! Mea culpa, for the religious community!
How can meaningful information, about any key code, be derived from a pool of
only 90 words of actual scripture ?, in many different Matrices….thousands of
times, … millions of times? What are the mathematical odds relative thereto?
Now, mathematical
mathematical experts, and/or other detractors of the code who have NOT
run the program, may now understand, that subcodes, come from an extremely
SMALL pool of letters. Further, those letters are from actual scripture.
scripture. What kind
of math would be necessary, to explain the proven data, as written, herein ?
For people who can read Hebrew, each and every line of every matrix, is
composed of (2) to (4) sentences of actual scripture. The beginning letter of every
sentence,
sentence, in every row of the frozen Matrix, is located,
located, [the skip number], (ELS
(ELS of
the Key Code),
Code), away from the sentence above it, or below it, as the case may be.
In the case of Jesus Christ (9(9-letter) 5771 ELS, each row of scripture sentences,
starts at exactly 5771 letter numbers, than the (1) either
either ….above… or…. below…
itself. This is easily attained….because of the fact, that every letter of scripture,

has been assigned its own letter…. forever…, the same letters,.. regardless of any
subject.
In the Vertical, nonnon-contiguous mode, subcode words
words are derived from multiples
of the KeyKey-Code. These of course, are inserted into the rigid ELS 5771 matrix… 40
(Rows) divided by (4) [1, 2, & 3 letter subcode words excluded], larger letterlettercontaining words, thereby, must be less than 10 ELS).
Once again, subcodes are … never … forced…. into any plane and each letter of
the subcode is derived from a pool of 3,600 letters… or (90) ... or (60) letters, as
the case would apply. Repeating: Every line… of every column…. in the matrix is
formed, by a pool
pool of letters, derived from (2) to (4) sentences of actual scripture.
When in Horizontal modes, such limits each letter of every subcode word, to be
derived from a different set of 90 letters of actual scripture, 5,771 letters away, in
the matrix … directly,
directly, ….as written from within, the Bible.
While the key code has ALL 1,196,922 letters to choose from, the horizontallyhorizontallyformed sub codes, have only a infinitely smaller pool of letters, (90 letters],
derived from liturgy. Then, these letters are deposited
deposited in the matrix to form
codecode-related words (subcodes).
DOING the mathmath- 1,196,922 letters breaks into 5,771 columns and 207 rows. Since
the snapshot matrix is only 90 columns by 40 rows, words ending/starting in
column 91, NOR in row 41, are candidates
candidates for nonnon-discovery.
This, in turn says, that you may investigate only 19 % of rows available, and only
one (1) of 64 Columns, disregarding myriad combinations thereof. Additionally,
in Jesus Christ (9 letter spelling) ELS 5771, there are (3) more,
more, 99- letter spellings.
There are yet 37 other Jesus Christ (8 letter spellings), waiting to be investigated,
with all those combinations.
Therefore, when words are formed in vertical fashion in the matrix, they MUST be
the same ELS as the Key code .. or
or multiple thereof, and when these words touch
or share a letter with the key code, time, after time, after time, the ONLY logical
conclusion is, that this was purposely orchestrated.
Further elaboration, shows that in the formed 90 x 40 matrix, each of (2) to (4)
sentences, (in the case of ELS 5771), originate, 5, 771 letters later than the (2)
to (4) sentences of liturgy from which…. the 1st discovered letter…. originated.

In the case of Key Code, Jesus Christ (9 letter), 5771 ELS:
The 1st letter
letter would come from (2)
(2) to (4) lines of actual liturgy situated in
Chapter 1,Verse 1, of the Book of Proverbs
The 2nd letter would come from (2) to (4) lines of actual liturgy situated in
Chapter 21, Verse 8, of the Book of Proverbs.
The 3rd letter of the formed word in the matrix would come from (2) to (4) lines
of actual liturgy from Chapter 27, verse 20 of the Book of Proverbs.
The 4th letter must come, under the same circumstances, from another pool of 90
letters from Chapter 2, Verse 11, from the
the Book of Job.
The 5th letter comes from (2) to (4) lines of scripture drawn, starting at Chapter
10, Verse 12, from the book of Job.
The 6th letter comes from (2) to (4) lines of scripture starting in Chapter 19,
Verse from the Book of Job.
The 7th letter comes from (2) to (4) lines of scripture starting at Chapter 28, Verse
3, from the Book of Job.
The 8th letter comes from (2) to (4) lines of scripture starting at Chapter 34,
Verse 23 from the Book of Job.
The 9th letter comes from (2) to (4)
(4) lines of scripture starting at Chapter 41, Verse
19, from the book of Job.
THE EXACT WORD AND LETTER POSITION # of each letter used is also known,
( available on request ).
The Matrix drawn,
drawn, effectively discards 1,195,642 letters,…. (out of 1,196,922
code--appearing effect, is
letters), from consideration/interrogation. The powerful code
that, the Key Codes letters (words), are originally selected from the main pool of
liturgical words (1,196,922
(1,196,922 letters), and then is presented in Matrix form.
Thereafter the pool of letters, available for discovery of ANY subcodes, in ELSELSfashion ONLY, is thereby reduced to a total of exactly 3,600 letters … or approx.
900 liturgicallyliturgically-supplied words.
Technically, a HorizontallyHorizontally-formed word ( of any ELS ), in the 3600 letter Matrix,
has approx (22) words to work with, [exactly 90 letters], in seeking subcodes.

NOTE: Many times, subcodes (words), may/can/do, partially, or fully overlap,
other subcodes.
subcodes. For a significant, and small list of some important (words)
subcodes effectuating same…see my paper entitled “A Few words and Phrases
Containing (Ayin/Vav/Shin)”
A “SNAPSHOT” Matrix, refers to a Matrix which is frozen in place, and should
NOT be moved,
moved, while searching for relevant subcodes, in any Key Code name/
word investigation.

Contiguous vertical subsub-codes, are always likewise selected, each letter, 5,771
letters away from each other, embedded in 2 to 4 lines of actual scripture, but
having the
the ELS of zero, (0 ), ( also called contiguous ), in the Snapshot Matrix,
as in the case we are discussing.
Remember, when… contiguous…. subcodes…. appear in vertical form, that
means that, they have exactly the same identical skip code, all by themselves
themselves,
lves,
as the Key Code does. They then, MUST appear in the Snapshot Matrix to be
discovered. However, if you don't seek that word, it may not reveal itself to
you …unbidden
…unbidden !
Not only has a subcode been derived from the same Equidistant Skip Letter (EL
(ELS)
ELS)
as the main code, but the subcode, relating… to a known fact, has been carried
along with it. There can be NO mistake,
mistake, that this is done purposely.
purposely. When in fact,
the contiguous vertical subcode is attached to a part of, the Key (main)Code, or
even adjacent
adjacent to, the Key Code.
Code.
At that point, the lower the skip of the subcode word, and/or the closer the word
is, to the Key Code, then, the more powerful the message/intent.
message/intent. The Jesus Christ
(ELS 5771) matrix, depicts a key code whose 9 verticallyvertically-formed letters
letters are each 5,
771 letters away from the letter preceding or following it…. (Vertically).
Repeating: To complete the astounding effect of meaningful intent, such is
thereby magnified many times over, when the subcode touches/crosses/abuts the
main code,
code, and/or the most powerful of all, shares a letter with the key code .
Examples: All of the following, are in the Horizontal , in the same frozen matrix,
Jesus Christ 99-letter spelling ( ELS 5771) w/ an ELS of 0 (unless indicated
otherwise (ELS
(ELS of “0”..
“0”.. =s ContiguouslyContiguously- formed )… NO spaces between letters
“Alleluia”, (2) of them… (6 letter words) ( ELS 0 ), 1st shares a letter (Heh)
(Heh) with
“Torah” (ELS 2).
The 2nd Alleluia shares a letter (Heh) with… Altar, and the word Praise, which is
vertically contiguous, is immediately adjacent.

Although the (2) spellings are contiguously attached in the Matrix, the first
spelling comes from (1st ) Chapter in the Hebrew Bible, (1
(1st from - Psalms,
Ch 148, Verse 14, 11th Word), while the 2nd Alleluia
Alleluia comes from the next
Chapter, ( Psalms, Chapter 149, Verse 1, Word 1) .
“Altar” (ELS 2) shares a letter (Heh) w/ 2nd contiguous horiz. Alleluia (ELS 0 ).
“Ascending” (ELS 0 ) diagonallydiagonally-formed, shares a letter (Heh),.. (6th Letter) of Key
Code Jesus
Jesus Christ … paralleling…. and… abutting…. “Mary” (ELS 0 ).
“Infallible” (ELS 6) crosses Jesus Christ AND shares a letter (Yod)… with Jesus;
Jesus;
and a (Yod)… with Righteous; and at another location (ELS 2) shares a
(Mem)… with Mary and a (Yod)… with Christ
Christ .
“Israel”
“Israel” (ELS 0 ) shares a letter (Yod)… with “Wine” (ELS
(ELS 0 )….as an Heh w/
Alleluia
“Body” (ELS 0 ) crosses Jesus Christ
“Mary” (ELS 0), There are many spellings of but one of them, …in the diagonal,..
shares a letter (Mem), with Key Code ….Christ,
….Christ, of Jesus Christ !
“Messiah” (ELS 0 ) diagonally crosses Christ (Key Code) and shares a letter (Yod)
with Christ and also shares a letter (Shin) with Trinity (ELS 0) .
“Trinity” (ELS 0) in a Diagonal mode shares a letter (Shin), with Key CodeCode- Christ
(of Jesus Christ), shares a (Heh ) with diagonal Advent (ELS 0) ; Another
placement of “Trinity” (ELS 7 ), shares a (Lamed) with Infallible ( ELS 0 ) …. in
the diagonal.
“Rabbi” shares 2 letters Resh & Cav, w/ Lightning.
“Rejoice” (ELS 4)….Vertically overlays Jesus Christ,
Christ, and shares a letter (Vav)…
with Jesus , & shares a letter…(Shin)… with …Christ
…Christ/(Messiah),
Christ/(Messiah), …2nd of 4
found w/ ELS 4, Horizontally crosses Key code, & shares a letter (Shin), with
Jesus (Key Code);
“Righteous”
“Righteous” (ELS 0 There is only 1 spelling, horizontally contiguous, but it shares
a letter (Yod), with the Key Code Jesus Christ,…
Christ,… AND…. it forms a perfect cross…
with the Key Code name … Jesus,….
Jesus,…. of Jesus Christ (Messiah),..and the…. (Yod)
of Righteous,
Righteous, also…. shares…. the (Yod)…. of “Infallible”, …alongwith Jesus.
“Soul” (ELS 5) crosses Jesus Christ…
Christ…

“Blood” (ELS 0 ) shares a letter (Mem) with “Soul”.
“Torah” (ELS 4 ) in Diagonal mode, shares a Heh w/ “Trinity “ ( ELS 0 ).…
“Torah” (ELS 7) Diagonally
Diagonally crosses Key Code Jesus Christ,
Christ, and shares a Vav with
Jesus …. and….. also shares a letter (Heh), with Alleluia .
The FOLLOWING SUBCODES ALL BEAR A COMMON BOND:
They all exist in the Jesus Christ 5771 ELS matrix, on Line 4…. in Contiguous
form….
form…. (contiguous, except.., where indicated…. but multiple skip, of Key Code).
Alleluia…
Alleluia… twice (ELS
(ELS 0 ); Israel (ELS
(ELS 0 );

Wine (ELS
(ELS 0 ); Day…
Day… twice (ELS 0 );

Rabbi (ELS 0 ); 2 inverted letters of Rabbi +a Kuf now spells Lightning (ELS
(ELS 0 );
Water (ELS 0 ); Soldier (ELS 1 ); Death (ELS 0 ); Exalt (ELS 1 ); Earth (ELS 0);
These are all contiguous….
contiguous…. and horizontallyhorizontally-placed in the matrix, on Row # 4 ,
All share the same pool of 90 letters (approx 22 words of actual scripture ), and
all ONLY in ELS compliance.
compliance. Take note of all the tiny ELS #s,
#s, and the minute
word pools, used to discover all the foregoing ELSELS-compliant,
compliant, relevant, subcodes.
Note their positions found, as well as, the sharing of letters with
with each other.
So as not to make this document too unreadable, I will refrain from citing many,
many instances of words/subcodes …interacting,
…interacting, with relevance to the Key Code
document,, I
and/or each other. But, such information will be available in another document
have authored.
Including those words, all told, there are currently (and still counting ), 320
relevant words, in the Jesus Christ 99-letter ELS 5,771 Matrix, with no ELS
subcodes larger then (10). The most important ones, having ELS’s of Zero (0) to
(2), while the others having….ELS’s
having….ELS’s from (3) to (6).
The total subcode placement of words is much higher, because of many, (but not
all ), multiple word findings, (generally disregarding most (2) letter wordwordspellings). Some (2)(2)-letter MUST be included,
included, because of the importance of what
they spell. [Such as BLOOD,
BLOOD, only a 2-letter word in Hebrew].
Figure the odds of all the horizontalhorizontal-residing subcodes, using only 90 letters (22
Words) and Vertical/Diagonal subcodes using 360 letters (90 Words), or even
540 letters, (135 Words), for other relevant subcode words. Additionally, they
MUST always, be in ELSELS-compliance, AND 100% visible, in the projected Matrix.

Phenomena such as these examples have occurred, many times, in relation
to other key codes,
codes, For further consideration, the minute pool of letters, in
conjunction with most extremely small skip subcode words, (mostly ELS 1), can
hardly be considered due to chance. It is the rule ... not the exception!
exception!
Consider this: ContiguouslyContiguously- formed
formed vertical subcodes have exactly the same skip
code (ELS), as the Key Code, while verticallyvertically-formed subcodes with ELS numbers
of two (2), (3)or (4), have skipskip-codes of 2…. 3…. or …. 4 times larger than the
5771, (respectfully), of the Key Code.
Worth repeating: All of those verticallyvertically-formed subcodes have been “SUMMONED”
SUMMONED”
to appear, by the Key Code, because, they have the same skip, as the Key
Code….or
Code….or a multiple thereof ! ! !
Further, every relevant, horizontal contiguouslycontiguously-formed subcode, ELSELS-compliant
compliant,
liant,
is formed from a pool of only 90 letters of liturgy, (in a 90 Column x 40 Row
Matrix), regardless of the amount of subcode words, being located in the same
row.
If you chose to work in a different Matrix, containing a 70 Column x 40 Row
Matrix, then,
then, in that case, the pool of letters is thereby reduced to 70 scripturalscripturalsupplied letters, (prox 17 words ), for all horizontal subcodes, regardless of the
number of them. They still would have to be ELSELS-compliant,
compliant, in a straight line,
and be able to be seen
seen in the observable T.V. screen, as an entire word, for all
its letters...
About 70 % of the time, Contiguous words found, in the Horizontal mode, are
complete words of scripture.
scripture. In about 30 % of the time, letters forming pertinent
subcodes, are
are from a combination of letters of words cadged together, from
actual scripture. Are these words formed ……..
Accidentally…. or…. by….. Planned Engineering ? ?
letter,
ter, to the last letter, must
Further, the complete subcode word, from the first let
be completely viewable, in the displayed, fixed matrix. Each and every row, and
each and every letter/word of liturgy, is frozen in the 1st displayed matrix array,
and never, ever moved,
moved, during investigation
investigation ! !
EVERY LETTER,… OF EVERY LITURGICAL WORD,…. IN THE HEBREW BIBLE,……
BIBLE,……
IS IN EVERY COMPLETE SET OF MATRICES, ……OF
……OF EVERY KEY CODE…..
CODE….. THAT.
…WAS….IS ….EVER WILL BE….. FOUND.…. FOR ETERNITY………..
ETERNITY……….. !

Other papers about the Code in the Hebrew Bible,
Bible, using the Computronics
program(s), authored by Carmine Cifaldi, starting in Sept 1998:
“ORIGINAL LETTERS 5771 ELS JESUS CHRIST 9 LETTER SPELLING”;
“32 ELS 50 TORAHS IN 1ST 5 BOOKS, & # OF TIMES 5 WORDS FOUND IN ALL
39 BOOKS
YAHWEH;
GOD;
TORAH;
JESUS;
CHRIST ;
YAHWEH;
“BIBLE CODES A SCIENTIFIC EVALUATION”; “ HOW THE BIBLE CODE ARE
FORMED ”;
“ PARAMETERS 4 RETRIEVING J.C. 9 LTR ELS 5771 MATRIX”; “PAGES 18, 19
AND 20 ”;
BIBLE
BIBLE CODE…EXAMINATION OF A HEBREW TALE ”; “REBUTTAL TO
NAYSAYERS ”;
“BARE BONES EXPLANATION OF BIBLE CODES ”; “BIBLE CODE
INTERPRETATION ” ;
“ANALYSIS/POSITIONING/CLUSTERING OF FOUND SUBCODES IN JESUS CHRIST
5771 ELS ”
“A FEW WORDS/PHRASES, CONTAINING
CONTAINING (VAV/SHIN/YOD) ”; “ THE FINAL
SOLUTION ”;
“ EXTRANEOUS PIECES OF INFORMATION ”;
5771”;

“JESUS CHRIST LETTERS (ELS)

“ 267 WORDS (SUBCODES) (& COUNTING) RESIDING IN THE J.C. 9 LTR ELS
5771 MATRIX”;
“JESUS IS MISSING…TWICE!”; “ANOMALIES FOUND IN THE HEBREW BIBLE ”;
Carmine Cifaldi
7435 Fairlinks Court
ccifaldi@tampabay.rr.com
99-2121-1998….

Sarasota, Florida 34243

Rev 11-5-0505-

Letter To the
the Bible Code Digest, attached to the foregoing:
Sunday 11-0505-05, I watched Bible Code 2 on T.V. It dealt with short coded
words,… modernly dated,…. including 99-1111-01. These people were considered to
be among the foremost experts in the world.

It is my understanding that the Bible code digest’s position is that short words are
really of NO value, because they may appear in many long–
long–worded documents …
such as War & Peace, etc. , and the only true test would be many consecutive
letter (words) relating to a specific sentence or paragraph. Such, apparently is not
embraced, by the soso-called experts, appearing on that show.
In this document, I am showing you, some small amount of research, that I have
conducted over the past (7) years, which in my humble opinion, backs up the
theory that small words (subcodes) could…and… do, present meaningful,
relevant information, by NOT only their discovery, in any given matrix, but also
because of the word placement and proximity to/abutting/touching/ crossing/
near/sharing
near/sharing letters with the key code… or …. each other.
My position is, that there is much to be said, about embracing both lines of
research. It seems to me that the Bible Code Digest’s recognition of…… both lines
of approach,… would encourage additional support
support for your Digest, as well as of
your members/readers, to participate in more research… especially those readers
who do NOT speak/read Hebrew.
As you will see from the following, it isn’t just a matter of finding one, two, or
several relevant words, but actually an analysis of, where the words come from,
where they are located, and how they were selected/got there.
there.
Parts of this document might be a little technical, but in the main, you should be
able to see the results of my research into the Hebrew
Hebrew Bible…as a coded (besides
liturgical)..…document. Basically, this is not seeking sensationalism (a la
Drosnin), but an honest attempt to ascertain the veracity… or not.. of the possible
existence of a code being embedded in the Hebrew Bible, as discovered
discovered evidence
dictates.
Since I have tested a number of J.C. matrices, 4 - 9 letter spellings ,(2) in the
Hebrew mode and (2) in the English mode)… and… 38 - 8 letter spellings (16) in
the Hebrew mode and (22) in the English mode). I can tell you, that many
many words
discovered in 1 matrix, are NOT present, in another. However, what I
consider “must haves”, are always….
always…. in every J.C. matrix,
matrix, I have investigated,
to date…
date… but… NOT…necessarily
NOT…necessarily with the same ELS’s.. NOR .. in the same
locations(s).
Much more professional
professional investigation,
investigation, is available, for the asking, from MY
research, into possible Bible Coding present in the Hebrew Bible, if…. you are
interested.
Thanx for reading…
Carmine Cifaldi

